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Restorative and compensatory changes in the brain during early motor recovery from hemiparetic stroke: a functional MRI study
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1. Introduction

Stroke is a leading cause of disability in the elderly, and a considerable number of stroke patients suffer from residual motor deficits, particularly hemiparesis. There is a wide range of motor functional recovery after stroke, depending on the site, size and nature of the brain lesion (Duncan et al., 1992). Full recovery of hemiparesis is often observed when it is mild, and considerable recovery is not exceptional even after initial severe deficit. Functional recovery after stroke may be caused by resolution of acute effects of stroke, such as low blood flow, diaschisis and brain edema. However, functional gains may be prolonged past the period of this acute tissue response and its resolution. Stroke rehabilitation is introduced in order to promote brain plasticity and facilitate motor recovery. Understanding the mechanism of motor functional recovery after stroke is important because it may provide scientific basis for rehabilitation strategies.

Recent advances in non-invasive functional neuroimaging techniques, such as positron emission tomography (PET), functional MRI (fMRI) and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), have enabled us to study directly the brain activity in humans after stroke (Herholz & Heiss, 2000; Calautti & Baron 2003; Rossini et al., 2003; Obrig & Villringer, 2003). Initial cross-sectional studies at chronic stages of stroke have demonstrated that the pattern of brain activation is different between paretic and normal hand movements, and suggested that long-term recovery is facilitated by compensation, recruitment and reorganization of cortical motor function in both damaged and non-damaged hemispheres (Chollet et al., 1991; Weiller et al., 1992; Cramer et al., 1997; Cao et al., 1998; Ward et al., 2003a). Subsequent longitudinal studies from subacute to chronic stages (before and after rehabilitation) have revealed a dynamic, bihemispheric reorganization of motor network, and emphasized the necessity of successive studies (Marshall et al., 2000; Calautti et al., 2001; Feydy et al., 2002; Ward et al, 2003b).

However, only limited data are available relating poststroke motor recovery to dynamic changes in cerebral cortical reorganization at the acute stage of stroke. We therefore measured the changes in cortical activation using fMRI during paretic hand movement both
at the acute stage of stroke (the first study within 7 days of onset) and at the chronic stage when motor recovery was obtained.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

We selected 9 ischemic stroke patients with mild hemiparesis without a history of prior stroke, who received fMRI study within 7 days of stroke onset. The patients presented with neurological deficit including hemiparesis, and were admitted to our hospital. They received standard stroke therapy and rehabilitation, and were discharged from the hospital, when they were independent regarding activities of daily living. They were 58-85 years of age, 8 males and 1 female, and all of them were right-handed. All the cerebral infarcts were evidenced by MRI, and were located in various regions of the cerebrum. The hand motor area was preserved in all patients. Six of the patients had left hemiparesis and 3 had right hemiparesis. They could move their hands, even though weakly, when the first fMRI was performed. No patients in this study had language or attention deficits. Clinical data are summarized in Table 1. Nine right-handed, normal subjects (40-81 years of age; 3 males and 6 females) served as controls. This study was approved by the ethics committee of our hospital and informed consent was obtained from all subjects in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Stroke location</th>
<th>PMH</th>
<th>first fMRI</th>
<th>second fMRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>day</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>76M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R MCA branches</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>1d</td>
<td>35/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R MCA posterior branch</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>3d</td>
<td>32/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R MCA</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>4d</td>
<td>24/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>58M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R thalamus</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>2d</td>
<td>32/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R corona radiata</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>4d</td>
<td>12/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>75F</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R corona radiata</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>7d</td>
<td>13/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L corona radiata</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>5d</td>
<td>30/35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>79M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L corona radiata</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>6d</td>
<td>29/31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>78M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L MCA-PCA watershed</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>7d</td>
<td>33/36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Patient characteristics

M = male; F = female; H = hemiparesis; R = right; L = left; MCA = middle cerebral artery; PCA = posterior cerebral artery; PMH = past medical history; af = atrial fibrillation; HT = hypertension; DM = diabetes mellitus; GS = grip strength in kg for right hand/left hand; d = day; NA = not available; fMRI pattern, Red = reduced activation; Add = additional activation; Red(Am) = reduction ameliorated; Red/Add = reduced activation + additional activation; Norm = activation normalized
2.2 Functional MRI
Two fMRI studies were performed over time in all patients, the first one within 7 days of stroke onset (4.3 ± 2.1 days; the mean value ± SD) and the second one approximately 1 month later before they were discharged from the hospital (36.6 ± 20.9 days). The fMRI studies were performed using a 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom Symphony MRI scanner as described previously (Kato et al., 2002). Briefly, blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) images (Ogawa et al., 1990) were obtained continuously in a transverse orientation using a gradient-echo, single shot echo planar imaging pulse sequence. The acquisition parameters were as follows: repetition time 3 s, time of echo 50 ms, flip angle 90°, 3-mm slice thickness, 30 slices through the entire brain, field of view 192 x 192 mm, and 128 x 128 matrix. During the fMRI scan, the patients and normal controls performed sequential, self-paced hand movements (repeated closing and opening of the hand). This task performance occurred in periods of 30 s, interspaced with 30 s rest periods. The cycle of rest and task was repeated 5 times during each hand movement. Therefore, the fMRI scan of each hand movement took 5 min to complete, producing 3,000 images. A staff member monitored the patient directly throughout the study, and gave the start and stop signals by tapping gently on the knee, and confirmed the absence of mirror movements. All the stroke patients completed the task but the paretic hand movement appeared abnormal at the acute stage. Data analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). After realignment and smoothing, the general linear model was employed for the detection of activated voxels. The voxels were considered as significantly activated if p<0.05 (corrected for multiple comparison). All the measurements were performed with this same statistical threshold. The activation images were overlaid on corresponding T1-weighted anatomic images. The criteria for the changes in the fMRI activation pattern in stroke patients were as follows. 1. A reduction of activation was considered when the area of activation was reduced to <50% compared to that induced by unaffected hand movement of the patient. 2. An expansion of activation was considered when the area of activation was increased by >50% compared with that induced by unaffected hand movement. 3. An appearance of activation was considered when a cluster of activation was induced in a region where unaffected hand movement induced no or little activation.

3. Results
3.1 Control subjects
In control subjects, each hand movement activated predominantly the contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1), supplementary motor areas (SMA), and the ipsilateral anterior lobe of the cerebellum (Cbl) (Fig. 1). Contralateral SM1 and ipsilateral Cbl were always involved with a variation between individuals, and SMA was activated in 6 of 9 subjects with more variation. Ipsilateral SM1 was slightly activated in 2 of 9 control subjects. There was no large difference between right and left hand movements.
3.2 Stroke patients

During unaffected hand movements, the patients activated the same motor cortical areas as the control subjects did. The brain activation pattern during paretic hand movements within 7 days of stroke onset (the first fMRI) was different from that during unaffected or normal hand movements (Figs. 2-4). There were two major findings.

Fig. 1. fMRI of a 40-year old normal female. Right or left hand movement activated contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (1), supplementary motor areas (2), and ipsilateral anterior lobe of the cerebellum (3). There was no large difference between activations during right and left hand movements.

Fig. 2. fMRI of a 85-year old man (patient 5) who had a cerebral infarct in the right corona radiata near the motor hand area (arrow on the diffusion-weighted MRI). After 4 days of stroke onset, right (normal) hand movement induced a normal activation pattern in the left primary sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor areas, and right cerebellum. During left (paretic) hand movement, activation in contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (1) was reduced and no activation was seen in the supplementary motor areas (2) and the cerebellum (3). After 88 days, both right (normal) and left (paretic) hand movements induced a normal activation pattern except that no activation was induced in the cerebellum (3) during left (paretic) hand movement.
First, activations were reduced or lost in part or all of the normally activated regions (contralateral SM1, SMA, and ipsilateral Cbl). In 8 of 9 patients. Activation in contralateral SM1 was reduced or lost in 5 of 9 patients; in 4 of 4 patients with cortical infarction (Fig. 3) and in 1 of 5 patients with subcortical infarction (Fig. 2). In the latter patient, subcortical infarct was located near the motor hand area. In 4 of 5 patients with subcortical infarction, in contrast, activation in contralateral SM1 was preserved. Even when contralateral SM1 was activated, there was a posterior or ventral shift or expansion of activation in 2 patients.

Ipsilateral cerebellar activation was reduced or lost in 5 of 9 patients. SMA activation was reduced or lost in 4 of 7 patients who activated SMA during unaffected hand movement.

Second, a recruitment of additional motor-related areas was seen in 4 of 9 patients. The additional activations were observed in ipsilateral SM1 (4 patients), contralateral Cbl (1 patient), premotor cortex (bilateral in 1 patient and ipsilateral in 1 patient), and bilateral parietal cortex (1 patient) (Fig. 4).

At the second fMRI study approximately 1 month later, the brain activation pattern during paretic hand movement had returned to normal in 7 of 9 patients and near normal in 2 other patients. Additional activation was still seen in ipsilateral SM1 in 1 patient.

### 4. Discussion

In this study, we observed a remarkable difference in cerebral cortical activation between affected and unaffected hand movements at the acute stage of stroke (within 7 days of onset). Paretic hand movement-induced brain activation may be reduced markedly in cortical areas that are normally activated by unaffected hand movements (contralateral SM1, SMA, and ipsilateral Cbl). The reduction of SM1 activation was observed predominately in patients with cortical infarction and was exceptional in patients with subcortical infarction. Early recruitment of additional motor-related areas (ipsilateral SM1 in particular and secondary motor areas) may occur. At the chronic stage (the second fMRI), brain activations during paretic hand movement had returned to normal or near-normal. Thus, early motor recovery after stroke was accompanied by two major changes on fMRI, i.e., restoration of brain activity and recruitment of additional brain activity.

We wanted to investigate into motor-related brain activation, and selected such patients who could move their hands, even though weakly, when the first fMRI study was performed within 7 days of stroke onset. As a result, we needed to select stroke patients with mild motor deficit and resultant excellent recovery because patients with poor motor function cannot perform the task of this study. This a priori limited the scope of the findings of our study. Furthermore, the motor performance of the paretic hand was not normal and one may point out that the brain activities during paretic and unaffected hand movements cannot be compared. But our results suggest that motor functional recovery occurred primarily using the standard motor system when damage to it was mild or partial, recruiting functionally related motor areas when necessary as a compensatory strategy. The recruitment of additional activation of motor-related areas was often transient. Therefore, this additional activation may reflect compensation and unmasking or disinhibition of existing motor network which is masked or inhibited under normal conditions since the activation appeared early after stroke. Of interest is that these restorative and compensatory changes occurred within the first month after stroke, and this period seemed critical to motor functional recovery.
Fig. 3. fMRI of a 65-year old man (patient 3) who had a cerebral infarct in the right middle cerebral artery territory (arrow on the diffusion-weighted MRI). After 4 days of stroke onset, right (normal) hand movement induced normal activation in the left primary sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor areas, and the right cerebellum. During left (paretic) hand movement, activation in the contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (1) was reduced and that in the ipsilateral cerebellum (3) was lost. Activations in ipsilateral primary motor cortex (4) and contralateral cerebellum (5) were observed. Activation in the supplementary motor areas (2) appeared normal. After 28 days, activations in contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (1) and ipsilateral cerebellum (3) had been normalized. Activations in ipsilateral primary motor cortex (4) and contralateral cerebellum (5) were still seen. Right (normal) hand movement induced a normal activation pattern.

Fig. 4. fMRI of a 75-year old female (patient 6) who had a cerebral infarct in the right corona radiata (arrow on the T1-weighted MRI). After 7 days of stroke onset, right (normal) hand movement induced normal activation in the left primary sensorimotor cortex and the right cerebellum. No activation was seen in the supplementary motor areas in this patient. During left (paretic) hand movement, extensive activation was seen in bilateral primary sensorimotor and parietal cortices (1 and 4) but no activation was seen in the supplementary motor areas and the cerebellum (3). After 48 days, both paretic (left) and normal (right) hand movements induced a normal activation pattern.
Earlier functional neuroimaging studies on poststroke cerebral reorganization from subacute to chronic stages revealed several activation patterns during paretic hand movement (Ward & Cohen, 2004; Jang, 2007). These include (1) a posterior shift of contralateral SM1 activation (Pineiro et al., 2001; Calautti et al., 2003) or peri-infarct reorganization after primary motor cortex infarction (Cramer et al., 1997; Jang et al., 2005a), (2) a shift of primary motor cortex activation to the ipsilateral (contralesional) cortex (Chollet et al., 1991; Marshall et al., 2000; Feydy et al., 2002), (3) contribution of the secondary motor areas (Cramer et al., 1997; Carey et al., 2002; Ward et al., 2006), and (4) higher contralateral activity in the cerebellar hemisphere (Small et al., 2002). In the present study, we observed similar additional activation patterns at the acute stage of stroke. The earlier studies have also shown that the expanded activations may later decrease with functional improvements, which was also true in many of our acute stroke patients. The contralateral shift of activation may return to ipsilesional SM1 activation with functional gains (Feydy et al., 2002; Takeda et al., 2007), but worse outcome may correlate with a shift in the balance of activation toward the contralateral SM1 (Calautti et al., 2001; Feydy et al., 2002; Zemke et al., 2003). Thus, the patterns of cerebral activation evoked by hand movement show impaired organization and reorganization of brain motor network, and best recovery may depend on how much original motor system is reusable. The patterns of activation may also be dependent on the patient’s ability to recruit residual portions of the bilateral motor network (Silvestrini et al., 1998).

The fMRI findings need to be considered within the context of technical and task-dependent factors. The fMRI mapping obtained by the BOLD technique is dependent on the spatial extent of hemodynamic changes induced by local synaptic activity and field potentials (Logothetis et al., 2001). Localization of neural activity may be confounded by many factors (Ugurbil et al., 2003). BOLD-dependent capillary density and draining veins and the perfusion of brain tissue may differ between damaged and undamaged tissues, especially at acute stages of stroke. fMRI activation can even be lost in stroke patients because of altered vasomotor reactivity, demonstrating uncoupling of neuronal activity and fMRI activation (Rossini et al., 2004; Binkofski & Seitz 2004; Murata et al., 2006). In our study, paretic hand movement at the acute stage resulted in reduced motor cortex activation in the damaged hemisphere, especially in patients with cortical infarction. This reduced activation may be due not only to impaired neural activity but also to this uncoupling when cerebral infarction was close to the SM1. Thus, we need to be cautious when interpreting fMRI results at the acute stage of stroke. In contrast, patients with subcortical infarction did not usually display a reduction in motor cortex activation because the lesion was distant from the motor cortex.

Of interest is the determinant of fMRI activation patterns induced by paretic hand movement. Motor system reorganization may also be influenced by stroke topography (Feydy et al., 2002; Luft et al., 2004), time after stroke (Ward et al., 2004), and stroke side (Zemke et al., 2003). Cortical motor organizations between dominant and non-dominant hand movements may be different, and non-dominant hand movements are more bilaterally organized (Kim et al., 1993). Furthermore, the performance of complex motor tasks is accompanied by bilateral activation of motor cortices in contrast to simple motor tasks that result in only contralateral activation (Shibasaki et al., 1993). Hemiparesis would increase task difficulty. When task demand increases, more regions would be activated by a motor task. Improvement in motor skills may depend on rehabilitation, handedness, motivation, and age-related capacity for plasticity. Then motor reorganization after stroke may be
obtained depending on a number of factors. If motor reorganization is related to the degree of damage to the pyramidal tract, information on the sensorimotor projections would help further understand the brain reorganization in the context of structure and function. Diffusion tensor imaging tractography, which non-invasively visualize the pyramidal tract using the water molecule diffusion characteristics in the white matter, may be the tool to analyze its integrity (Masutani et al., 2003). The combination of fMRI and tractography of the pyramidal tract would further elucidate the mechanism of motor functional recovery after stroke (Jang et al., 2005b). The ipsilateral primary motor cortex activation may be seen slightly in normal subjects and we cannot distinguish whether the ipsilateral motor activities found in stroke patients existed prior to stroke or are a result of brain plasticity. Furthermore, we do not know whether additional activation that appeared after stroke really contributed to motor functional recovery. With regard to these fundamental points, of interest are the findings of experimental studies using animal models. Nishimura et al. (2007) have shown using a monkey model of unilateral pyramidal tract injury that motor recovery involves bilateral primary motor cortex during the early recovery stage and more extensive regions of contralesional primary motor cortex and bilateral premotor cortex during the late recovery stage. Nudo et al. (1996) and Frost et al. (2003) used an ischemic brain injury model in the monkey and showed substantial enlargement of the hand representation within the primary motor cortex and the ventral premotor cortex. These animal studies suggest that reorganization in brain motor network provides a neural substrate for adaptive motor behavior and plays a critical role in the recovery of motor function after stroke.

5. Conclusion

We investigated the changes in cortical activation using fMRI during paretic hand movement both at the acute stage of stroke and at the chronic stage when motor recovery was obtained. The findings of this study suggest that early motor recovery after stroke occurs primarily using the standard motor system, by recovering from reversible injury and by recruiting related motor areas for functional compensation. fMRI is an important tool for revealing the capacity and progress of rehabilitation-dependent changes in the brain motor network after stroke, and provides a neuroscientific basis for stroke rehabilitation. Future studies should clarify the relation between the motor recovery mechanisms and clinical outcome, and the importance of the critical period that greatly influences motor functional recovery after stroke.
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